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DVN’s platform is inclusive of hardware, software and applications at both
the headend and end-user levels that enable a service provider to run a
digital broadcast business.  CATV operators save significant costs from
using a totally integrated, turnkey solution, designed by DVN. These
significant savings and a short construction period allow the CATV
operators to offer digital TV services quickly and at prices affordable to the
Chinese level of economic development.  As a result of its technically
advanced yet cost effective end-to-end solution, DVN has become a key
player in China’s digital broadcasting industry that is delivering the digital
promise to Chinese consumers.

With ten platforms already commercially operable and more about to
commence operation, the compatibility of DVN’s technology to China’s
infrastructure and its operational effectiveness have been tested and
proved.  DVN’s platforms are operational in ten locations with over 10
million analog subscribers in the catchment areas.  Over DVN’s platform,
both basic digital and premium Pay TV services as well as financial and
TV web data are offered. Basic services are generally satellite channel
rebroadcasts from all over China and do not require a Pay TV license from
China’s State Administration of Radio, Film and TV (“SARFT”).  Pay TV
services to domestic audiences that show licensed, often imported content,
on which royalties are paid, require a license from the SARFT and only
Hebei, Shandong, Hunan and Henan Provincial Cable TV Networks as
well as Shanghai Municipal Cable Network have received such licenses.   

Delivering Digital TV Services in China
DVN provides to CATV operators comprehensive digital broadcast 

platforms over which content, services and applications to end-users may 

be delivered.  DVN either sells the platform outright or leases the platform 

in high potential locations in return for a percentage of the subscription 

fees collected for the newly offered digital services.  
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Advanced Technology with Government Accreditation

DVN’s digital broadcasting technology in August received top-level accreditation
from China’s Ministry of Science and Technology (”MST”) giving guidance to cable
operators to use DVN’s technology to upgrade their broadcasting systems.  The MST
not only awarded DVN’s technology the highest rating within the communication
category of the State sponsored high-tech initiative but also recommended that DVN’s
technology be promoted and distributed throughout China as soon as practical.  As
a result of this accreditation, cable operators now feel confident that DVN’s
technology is the right one to use to upgrade their analog systems and that digital
services should be offered as soon as possible.  

Upon receiving this accreditation, DVN began work immediately to completely
digitize Suzhou Cable TV‘s network to prepare for basic digital services.  Basic
digital services were first introduced in November offering subscribers over 70 digital
channels, largely rebroadcasts from all over China.  This service has been very
popular and a modified version of it was introduced in Zhongshan, Zhoushan and
Yixing in December.  DVN will work with its partners to introduce basic digital
services in multiple locations throughout China.  DVN wants to roll out basic digital
services to cities in areas where DVN’s platforms are already installed to maintain its
first mover advantage and further strengthen the market’s barriers to entry.

DVN’s Partners Receive First Pay TV Licenses to be Issued

DVN’s partner cable operators in Hebei and Shandong received the first Pay TV
licenses issued by the SARFT with three other CATVs, all of which have installed
DVN’s platform to broadcast Pay TV services, receiving permission within the latter
half of 2001. Broadcasting of Pay TV services had until recently been a gray
area.  However, in December 2000, regulations were published outlining the
procedures for receiving broadcasting licenses.  Pay TV licenses provide the CATV
operators with more latitude regarding the type of content allowed to be
broadcast.  This is as compared to areas that do not yet have licenses and are
limited primarily to channel rebroadcasts from around China.

Permission was granted after a thorough review by the SARFT of the contracts between
Hebei and Shandong Provincial CATVs and DVN.  DVN has entered into similar
contracts with other CATV stations where its systems are installed.  Given that the
SARFT has approved contracts with CATVs that all use DVN’s platforms, DVN believes
that its other partners are highly likely to receive approvals in the future.  
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Two New Partners that will Create an End-to-End Set Top Box
Supply Chain 

DVN, as of April 18, 2002, entered into a RMB90 million, 50:50 joint venture
agreement with Jiangsu Hongtu High Technology Co., Ltd. (“Hongtu”), a Shanghai
Stock Exchange listed company and one of China’s largest consumer electronic
manufacturers. Hongtu and DVN will each contribute RMB45million in cash to be
used for marketing of digital broadcast services and equipment and for the
purchase of relevant equipment from DVN.  The focus of the JV will be to roll out
basic digital TV services together with the local cable operators in locations where
DVN’s headend systems are already installed but commercial operations have yet
to commence.  

DVN in March of 2002 received a HK$39 million investment from Zoran
Corporation (“Zoran”), a Nasdaq listed chip supplier specializing in consumer
electronic products.  Together the three companies will create a total supply chain for
digital set top boxes, with DVN providing the design and technology, Zoran the chip
set and Hongtu the manufacturing.  The collaboration of the three companies will
provide to Chinese consumers high quality, tailor made, multi-functional set top boxes
at cost competitive levels.  It also enables fast response times to changes in the
market and in consumers’ taste and demands as well as manufacturing excellence.  

Access to China’s Broadcasting Industry

Foreign companies, under the PRC’s current regulations, are prohibited from
directly investing in China’s cable industry.  Therefore, DVN does not invest in the
cable network and is not involved in the operation of a cable station.  DVN
provides the technology, equipment, and support services that allow CATV
operators to run a profitable digital broadcasting service, an arrangement that
regulators have publicly and actively encouraged Hong Kong companies to get
involved in.  DVN either sells its system outright or leases it to CATV operators.

In DVN's lease contracts, DVN installs the headend equipment at the cable television
station and provides all the applications required to run a digital broadcast business.
In return, the cable television stations repay DVN’s investment as a percentage of the
incremental revenues generated over a period of 10-15 years.  Therefore, DVN
participates in the upside from all customers that subscribe to the new digital services,
without having to make the heavy investment in cable infrastructure.  
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Tangible Monetary Results

With the installation of 19 platforms in China, over 30 million subscribers will be
able to access interactive digital broadcasts.  

DVN sold outright four digital broadcasting platforms in year 2001 and recorded
HK$41.8 million in sales.  DVN has also entered into leasing agreements with 5
CATVs in total.  This arrangement provides DVN access to the subscription fees
collected by the CATVs for the provision of digital services.  DVN has targeted for
its leasing contracts the richest and most populous regions within China.  The other
installed platforms have been sold outright.

DVN also receives revenue from the sale of its set top boxes and the provision of
content introduced by DVN and broadcast over the CATV’s digital platform. 
In 2001, revenue from sales of set top boxes amounted to HK$7.8 million. 

DVN provides international financial and consumer data content through its group
company, Dynamic Network Limited (“Dynamic”).  

In 2001, extreme effort was focused on streamlining operations and rolling out
DVN’s digital broadcasting platforms in China.  Due to this as well as the absence
of large provisions and write offs that were booked in 2001, DVN significantly
reduced its operating losses from HK$181.7 million for 2000 to HK$33.2 million
for 2001.  DVN expects that with the continued roll out of digital broadcasting
services in areas in which DVN’s platforms are installed, operating losses will
continue to diminish and DVN will soon reach break even.

Springboard for Strong Revenue Growth

DVN is beginning to see the results of several years of hard work and patience.
With digital services operating in ten locations throughout China and over
14,000 subscription fee paying subscribers as of March 31, 2002, DVN has
begun to reap the benefits of the groundwork it has put in place.  Roll out of digital
services is expected in up to ten new cities in China and focus will be put on
increasing the point of sales network in the locations where digital services are
already offered to hasten the conversion from analog to digital.  DVN will
concurrently work to educate Chinese consumers on the benefits of digital
broadcasting and its capabilities in order to upgrade a percentage of basic digital
service subscribers to higher value added premium Pay TV services, which would
include VOD, on-line stock trading and other T-commerce applications. 

DVN also expects its return on invested capital to continue to improve, as its
business model does not require the large investment that most cable business
models require.  DVN is not involved in the capital-intensive development and
laying of China’s cable infrastructure.  Its primary capital expenditure is for the
installation of headend platforms under its leasing contracts but this is partially
offset through the sales of other platforms as well as of its set top boxes.
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DVN endeavors to bring the highest quality content to the CATV operators to
broadcast over the platforms.  Quality content will not only provide CATV operators a
marketing advantage and assist in the promotion of digital TV services but also
increase the revenue potential of the CATV operators.  DVN also plans to introduce
interesting and desirable interactive applications over the platform that will turn the
subscribers’ TV into a point of sales terminal and concurrently generate a new
revenue source for the CATV operators.  

DVN will also continue to focus on developing technology that addresses the trends
and needs of Chinese consumers and CATV operators in order to maintain its leading
market position.  DVN will continue to invest in research and development to maintain
its cutting edge in digital broadcasting technology.  DVN will also continue to focus on
offering its end-users improved and more advanced set top box models that provide
more processing power and better graphical resolution, such as that required for 3-d
games.  DVN has established three research and development centers in Hong Kong,
Shanghai and Shenzhen staffed with over 140 people to focus on developing further
cost efficient and technically advanced digital video broadcasting equipment and
software applications.  DVN maintains additional staff, also focusing on technology
and application support, in Hong Kong, Shanghai, Beijing, and 7 other offices
throughout China.  

As DVN’s system works on both one-way and two-way cable networks, requires no
network upgrade or changes to the existing infrastructure as well as presents CATV
operators an affordable solution to digital broadcasting, DVN’s platform has been
received favorably by CATV operators outside of China. DVN is following up
aggressively these business opportunities and believes that such opportunities outside of
the China market could contribute to its growth.
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